While we stand

a) Essentially resolved UPU -

b) MIKE'S claim - probably resolved - waiting to

Verifiable - Everglades -

We have made absolutely clear to Soviets, they

can not expect telemetry relevant to verification

can not expect telemetry relevant to verification.

Language they have accepted - represents major

correction.

(1) Iran sites -

does not significant

Fortunately, lookman sites were not our only means

collecting data on Nov. 18th.

We are urgently considering measures to make

up lost - + time involved.

(2) Adequate verifications. This is necessary for us to

sign treaty.
&) The claim number for participation:

- Possible fees or testing & procedures to achieve (2)

Pv's above numbers produced under problem

+1

- e) Conclude negotiations on new missile defense

a) Focusing - 50%

They are at 10-12 it.

b) Agree on what sub-parameters are to to limited.

- PBV Impulse
- PBV Type of Propellant
- Stage total Impulse
- Stage initial weight
- PBV initial mass
Treaty Must be Willed

1. Once we get treaty out - have the fact - many will go away
2. Death of treaty would be shattering, set back

3. Even "new" foreign policy (give public initiated to Soviets)
   - World concern and frighten our allies
   - More than anything, I can think of.

   Must bear in mind, that Salt agrees
   - is an important safety net in U.S.-Soviet relations
   - May well be difficult times ahead
   - Salt provides a vital Thread of Stability

11. Treaty does contain real areas conflict.
   a) Numerical Reduction - 13,200 - 12,000 - 5,200 - 2,250 - Each nation
   b) Qualitative constraints
      - Defining Salt will provide for progress
      - Other arms negotiations